
Appendix 2 – Breakdown of comments received to proposed variation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Childrens Playing Field, Cowdray Square, Deal, Kent  
 

Do you support the proposals Should you wish to make any comments please add these here 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

No I am utterly against the proposal for dogs to be kept on leads in the large park area of cowdray square. 
We have been ball throwing here for many years and now you wish to confine us to the small uneven 
area that is actually somewhat unsafe for dogs to run around as it has holes and very uneven ground 
meaning they can easy twist their leg. Since you installed the football posts the difference in the park 
is the amount of litter, disposal vapes, drinks cans (dangerous as sharp) , crisps packets, fag butts 
and so on. It’s not dogs that are the problem . The small area that is enclosed is ideal for those with 
no recall of their doors. Those of us that have well trained dogs should not be banned from the larger 
area because of the minority. 

 
Woodnesborough Village Hall Green, Elmwood Park, Woodnesborough 
 

Do you support the proposals Should you wish to make any comments please add these here 

Yes I support the proposal as it is in keeping with the way other play areas 
deal with dogs 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

Yes Support that dogs should not be allowed in this area, but does it really 
need to be enforced as a PSPO?? Seems overkill. 

No Currently, dogs are banned from the enclosed Children's Play Area; 
the proposed change would remove this, with dogs being permitted on 
lead in the enclosed area. 
For hygiene and continued lack of responsible dog ownership in 
Woodnesborough, regarding dog fouling, my concern is that the 
proposed changes would result in dog fouling within the area, thereby 
making it unsafe for children. 
Please could the PSPO be altered to exclude dogs from the area. 



Rewording of Part 5 – "Consumption of Alcohol in Public Spaces" to clarify where the restrictions apply. 
 

Do you support the proposals Should you wish to make any comments please add these here 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

Yes No comment left 

No I can only see the outline of the whole District which from my reading 
of Appendix 1 means that anybody consuming any alcohol in any 
public space across the District will be in breach of the PSPO. If I am 
mistaken I would be grateful if there were further explanation provided. 

Yes Stop people drinking alcohol in the market square. There has been so 
many issues over the years with drunks upsetting the members of the 
public as well as disturbing events. 

Yes The alcohol restrictions in Market Square Dover need to be increased 
to ban 'public drinking'. Alcohol consumption should be in licensed 
premises only. You have worked so hard to make the square a lovely 
public space for families & tourists but it is horrible for the,m to have to 
puyt up with alkies and druggies while they try to have a nice day out. 

 


